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WMS Pro Security Solutions

Flexible, Scalable, Intuitive
WMS Pro is the latest software suite from Aritech, built from the 
ground up to work hand-in-hand with your Tecom security and access 
control systems. WMS Pro has been designed to improve safety and 
increase efficiency, while adding value to any installation, no matter the 
size.

Alarm Management
Easily manage alarms on your system, with customisable options for 
both visual and auditory indicators.

Dark Mode
An Operator display setting within WMS Pro which provides a darker 
display theme, compliant with modern-day Web Content Accessibility 
Guidelines.

Widget Based Dashboard
Easily customise your user interface to suit an individual clients needs, 
displaying only the information and data they require with a fully 
configurable and responsive dashboard.

Wizards & Tools
Intuitive guides, improved processes and the ability to retrieve an 
entire configured system without the need for any additional work, 
allow systems to be configured and live in minimal time, saving you 
time and money.

Control Connected Devices
Advanced manual control of physical and digital devices across 100s 
of panels and sites.

Device and Software History Logs
WMS Pro’s advanced filtering allows for quick and easy identification 
of relevant information across the entire system. History logs can be 
viewed directly and exported to common formats.

Flexible Access Rights
You can assign rights per controller using existing alarm/door/floor 
groups right through to Unified Access Groups (UAGs) spanning 
multiple controllers/sites.

Card and Credential Management
Full management of card holders and their access rights across multi-
panel systems, intelligently merging users/cardholders across systems 
as well as integrated smart card programmer functionality.

CTPlus Integration
Tecom CTPlus connects directly to WMS Pro, sharing the same 
database and comm path. Changes are saved and visible in both 
WMS Pro and the hardware immediately. Current panel programming 
is loaded the moment you connect, with no need to manually retrieve, 
send, import or export between different CTPlus installations.

Cyber Secure
WMS Pro complies to all the latest IT Industry best practices and 
cyber security requirements, empowering users to leverage the very 
latest computer hardware and virtual environments.

WMS Pro is the next
step in management
software, providing a
seamless and modern
solution for both the
integrator and end user.

Designed and developed
in Australia, for
Australian and global
markets.
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